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	NAME: Wonu
	DESCRIPTION: The Wonu, native to Vad‘am II (Wonu system), learned early, as a race, that life was difficult. It is a harsh world with most of its waters tainted with poisons & ash. Only inland, on the largest continent, is there fresh water. A philosopher, Ilya’yol, offered a new way of life to her species. She preached iron discipline & strict self-control & this philosophy was embodied in a form of conflict resolution she devised –the Svaera-. This philosophy quickly took hold & they united, developing rapidly & looking to space. They have been in space longer (6.5+ millennia [~2750BC]) than most species in the galaxy. They are a defensive-focused species. Their 3 systems are littered with in-system defenses, starbases, & each has a shipyard. Advanced technology: Engines/ Reactors, Sensors, Advanced Gravitic Shielding & Armor [Structure]. Names: Contain the individual’s given name & the family name in, a single formulation separated by an apostrophe. Ex: Male: Sleu’bash; Female: Ilya’yol, Mrin’rah. 
	ERA: 2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: Discipline & self-control guide me to a better life.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Daring -2, Fitness +2, Insight +1, Presence +1. 
	Text Field 8: The Wonu are humanoid creatures with thick, leathery skin that sags slightly. They have sparse hair sprouting from their bodies. They are introspective & even-tempered, but dangerous if roused. They see the betterment of the self as a loftier goal than temporal power. Lifespan: 325. You have a much wider visual spectrum & can see very well in the dark. You get no Difficulty penalties for tasks in low-light or in darkness.
	TALENTS: Wonu, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Tuc-za Martial Art [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Wonu culture prizes personal combat, training in advanced weapons is considered less honorable. You increase your Difficulty for using any wpns by 1. Trickery is considered wrong except in combat. The Difficulty for Deception in non-combat situations is increased by 2, maximum of 5.
	TALENT NAME 2: Sturdy Constitution
	TALENT TEXT 2: Wonu are hardy & able to take quite a pounding. You have a Resistance of 5 vs Unarmed & Blunt Attacks. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Additional Information
	TALENT TEXT 3: Wonu Theocracy: Wonu are governed by religious leaders, a group of 15 men & women who have attained spiritual perfection. Once appointed, rulership is for life. They govern their homeworld, as well as their colony worlds Sotiru [Sotiru IV] &  Vakoda [Vakoda III] systems. 
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